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was caught and in which every turn of its wheels seemed bound to be the last.
He repeated to himself, rather stupidly : " But what's it all about ? There hasn't been anything about a strike in the papers these days, has there ? I wonder whether Bertrand's factory is on strike/*
So the papers might simply say nothing at all about a crowd like this, might give the passer-by no warning of it. You might stumble unexpectedly into this earthy density of people. That was the way society was made. You were a fool to trust it, A kind of submarine danger prowled around all the time, threatening to tip you up like a fishing-boat.
An extraordinary question shot through Champcenais's mind : " Are these men like myself ? "
He was alone. He need not strike any becoming attitude. So he put the question to himself as honestly as he could. But he hesitated about answering it. He thought of that childhood's comrade of his, now an officer in Morocco, "who had spent his whole career in the colonies and talked about the " natives." Wasn't this crowd of strikers, the colour of earth, a kind of " native " mass, a kind of conquered people ? How could you keep these people in their place ? How could you go on keeping them in their place ?
Champcenais contemplated the back of his chauffeur. This man so close to him materially, in his presence for so many hours of his day, was undoubtedly, up to a certain point, a man like himself. He could not blind himself to that fact. He was even a man of some physical distinction, sure of himself, talking at his ease. Instead of sitting in the driver's seat of the car, he might - just imagine it 1 - be sitting inside.
But just as easily - this was a most disturbing thought -he might be in that crowd, and suddenly turn his head and look at Champcenais — look at him with a look that came from the other side, from the opposite bank. . . .
Well, for the time being, he was on this side, more or less ; and of the two of them, Champcenais and he, it was he who
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